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Starting to Make Progress 

Nov 1st, 2017: The latest incarnation of Omicron now under construction began over fifteen years ago in 
the garage of my previous house. The upright rectangular body that characterized Omicron 1-3 was 
disassembled, stripped of sensors and other equipment, and reduced to bare materials which were then 
reconstructed into the octagonal-shape it has today. It retains the dual front wheel drive with a large 
rear caster for mobility.  

The battery shown in these photos was a 12V-20Ahr unit provided by an SRS member but it eventually 
died (of old age) before I could complete the control system for it and so had to be replaced. OMicron 
has not had any batteries for several years but now have two 12V-7Ahr batteries, one per drive motor, 
that are smaller and so make the robot a lot easier to handle. The single large battery made Omicron4 
very heavy and hard to pick up. This also made him kind of dangerous if he bumped (i.e. crashed!) into 
something. The smaller, lighter batteries are better all around. Looking online at 
Lithium-Ferric-Phosphate (LiFePh) batteries of the same capacity would run in the $70-$80 price each 
range but weigh only a quarter of what the SLA’s weigh. The SLAs are close to 10lbs each while the 
LiFePh’s would be about 2lbs each. Maybe when I get a more operational robot I’ll consider the 
investment.  
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The circuit cards plugged in above the battery have not designated purpose yet and so will likely be left 
off except for appearance, at least in the beginning. They make the batteries hard to access when 
installed so at least until that configuration is stable, they’ll stay off.  

Front Bumpers 

The left and right forward bump sensors work by a grounded wire behind the Plexiglas panel contacting 
the small metal plate bolted to the panel. The front center bumper will work similarly with a left and 
right contact.  

    

Fig 1: Front & left bumpers, PCBs Fig 2: Right front bumper, right motor 

The Drive Motors & PWM Controllers 

The Herbach&Rademan wheelchair drive motors from the original robot have been installed in this 
chassis and a Velleman K8004 PWM speed controller kit (shown below) were added to each.  

Dec 6th, 2017: The PWM controllers (Velleman kit K8004 shown below physically and schematically).              
can be controlled by a 0-5V input that can be derived           
right from the controller itself so an external        
potentiometer (or digital pot) can be used to feed the          
control voltage. The PWM controllers supply power to        
run the digital pot circuits to avoid having power on          
the pot elements of the ICs while the rest of the circuit            
is unpowered. The dual terminal block is the control         
input while the quad terminal block is the motor         
power in (top,bottom) and PWM out (middle). 

The PWM controller has minimum and maximum       
voltage settings and a frequency settings that can be         
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adjusted to tune the controller to the motor and         
maximize the effect of the control      
potentiometer for that motor. Each motor’s      
speed will be controlled independently and is       
direction-controlled by one forward and one      
reverse relay that will be interlocked so only one         
can be activated at a time to contain the magic          
smoke. This will also permit immediate removal       
of drive power. The addition of encoders of        
some sort might permit better tracking control       
and closed-loop speed control but operational      
simplicity is the current priority in order to get         

Omicron working as soon as possible.  

FIrst Steps with the Microcontroller 

Thanks to some experimentation with an UNO and a MEGA I have determined how fast the compiled                 
code executes once uploaded to the microcontroller. The instruction cycle time of code running on an                
Arduino (UNO or MEGA) is about 4uS. This means that 250 program instructions execute in about a                 
millisecond. I hope to achieve at least a hundred program cycles per second which will mean a program                  
no bigger than about 2500 instructions. Time will tell how well I do this. 

    

Fig 5: PWM Speed Control for DC PM motor Fig 6: One of three PC cards for misc. electronics 
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Fig 7: Block diagram of the digital potentiometer (X9C103S) circuit. 

The Digital Potentiometers 
Dec 16th, 2017: The pictures in Figures 7 and 8 show the digital pot circuit and card. It is a really small 
PCB. The 5-pin header is the control input side of the circuit (left side of block diagram above). The 3-pin 
header is the “potentiometer” side of the block diagram above which will be wired directly to the PWM 
controller. In my application, I soldered pins into the 5-pin control side to go into an IC protoboard and 
soldered wires from the speed controllers into the 3-pin “wiper” side to go to the controllers. I 
connected the VREF pin to VCC and GND to VL so it will power off the controller or incoming 5V from a 
logic controller. Ground (Vss) will be common to both the PWM controller and the microcontroller while 
Vcc for the pot will come from the PWM Vref pin used for the high side of the pot. The 5V and 12V power 
sources are switched independently though the 5V is derived from the 12V batteries. Figures 9 and 10 
show the fuses in line with the three power sources and the power switches on the right rear side panel. 
 
The next challenge was figuring out where and how to mount the Arduino MEGA so that it is accessible 
and removable. I also wanted to be able to plug the digital pots into a protoboard located close to the 
MEGA for easy interconnection. What I came up with is a removable platform sitting above the right 
wheel and small beige PCB with a shadowbox-style cutout pad for the MEGA. You can see this in Figure 
13. The protoboard sit right next to the MEGA. For a more permanent solution, I may replace the 
protoboard with an equivalent soldered PCB, but that is a project for the future. 

    
Figure 8: Picture of the X9C103S digital potentiometer circuit board. 
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The circuit shares a common ground connection with the MEGA and the PCB. The U/D, INC, and CS pins 
connect to MEGA outputs to select pot step direction, increment the pot, and chip selection 
respectively. The low side of the potentiometer also connects to logic ground, 12VDC common, and the 
PWM controller grounds. The high side of each pot connects to respective VREF on its PWM controller 
which happens to be 5VDC. The respective wipers connect to the IN terminal on each PWM controller 
and also two analog inputs of the MEGA so the pot setting can be read directly. 

Rear Bumper Sensor 

Dec 20th, 2017: The rear bump sensor (Figure 9 below) also needed to be designed. I thought about this 
for a long time trying to come up with something that had both plenty of give for physical robustness 
and yet good sensitivity. The result is shown in the adjacent picture. A microswitch and springs seems to 
have done the trick. The spring running between the upper and lower frame sections counteracts the 
weight of the bumper bar which wanted to activate the microswitch. The spring below the frame and 
behind the rear caster provide substantial travel for the bar without risk of damaging the microswitch. 
The bar can move well over an inch towards the rear wheel and even contact it with no problem. The  

Figure 9: Rear bumper bar and switch 

microswitch shorts when the bumper is moved about ½ inch which grounds that sensor input just like all 
the others. LEDs will be attached to R-S latch circuits on the main PCB (see the middle of Figure 6). These 
latch circuits will ensure that 1) sensor contact is captured, 2) a solid indication is provided (solid-on 
LED), and 3) that the drive motor action at the time of impact will be interrupted (shut off). This will be 
coordinated in digital logic with the front bumpers disabling the forward drive relays and rear bumper 
disabling the reverse drive relays while ensuring that the sensor impact is positively registered. Once 
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Omicron has responded to the sensor(s) and the sensor switches are open, the latches will be reset in 
preparation for the next impact activation.  

 

Fig 10: Fuses, PCB wiring and main power switches (5V and 12V).  

Provision was made for three large PCBs but they probably won’t all be needed since much will be                  
mounted on top for better accessibility. 

 

Fig 11: Right side and rear showing power switches motor direction control relays. 

The direction control relays each have an LED indicating that they have been activated. The beige PCB 
holds the four SSR that control the two relays shown for the right motor as well as the two on the other 
side for the left motor. 
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Fig 12: Top front from right showing digital pots and 12V-to-5V downconverter (white module). 

  

Figure 13: Arduino MEGA and IC protoboard. Figure 14: R-S Flip-Flop Latch Circuit. 
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Wiring Up the MEGA 

Wiring of the logic PCB has been started and is proceeding smoothly. There are six 74xx00-series logic 
chips that make up the sensor-motor-cutoff logic controls. These will wire through the PCB card edge 
connector to the Arduino and other systems of the robot. When complete, the logic board will cut off 
power to the drive motors by dropping the respective (front=forward motor; back=reverse motor) 
direction control relays in response to front or rear sensor impact, and remember which sensor(s) 
caused this. The logic will capture the sensor impacted with a latch this so that even if the sensor opens 
(most likely), the robot will be able to query the PCB and know that is must move away from whatever 
impacted that sensor. The robot software will not have to store this data in variable since it can simply 
read the digital inputs connected to the latches. 

PCB Purpose 

The hardware logic will ensure that the both motors stop regardless of what the microcontroller is doing 
or commanding the motors to do AND the PCB latches (Figure 14) will act as “sensor memory” by 
capturing the sensor impacts until reset by the program. Some might consider it old-fashioned to use 
hardware to accomplish what software could do just as easily. That’s a fair assessment but consider that 

computers don’t always do what they’re told (by software) 
and this old-school approach ensures that nothing bad can 
happen if the program hangs somewhere and misses reading 
the sensors. I wouldn’t be quite as concerned about a 
half-pound robot bumping into things, but Omicron weighs 
about 35lbs and has a pretty powerful system could actually 
inflict damage on itself or things if it didn’t immediately stop 
plus I’m a digital logic designer who happens to like hardware 
and so I just don’t trust computers to handle the really 
important stuff. 

 Dec 26th, 2017: The logic circuit wiring is now complete and 
almost ready for its stand-alone test. I need to continuity 
check the wiring before I load in the ICs and power it up (it’s 
important to keep the magic smoke inside the chips). My 
design permits the PCB to be removed from the robot at the 
card slot and not have any other entanglements such as wires 
running directly from it to elsewhere on the robot. The 
design also provides sufficient visual feedback to know that 
the bump sensors are being registered, reset, and that the 
rest of the circuit is working properly without having to be 
connected to the Arduino running any software. This was 
important because I wanted to be able to verify the PCB as 
early as possible. 
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The four LEDs mounted on the front edge of the card to permit visibility of which sensor(s) have been hit 
and assurance that the latch caught them. Three are yellow for each of the front sensors (Left, Center, 
Right) while a red LED below these indicates when the rear sensor has been hit. Once a sensor activates 
its latch, the corresponding light will stay on until reset programmatically. This permits the robot to take 
its time deciding what to do. The Latch Reset button located on the PCB permits the latches to be 
manually reset after they’re tripped for initial checkout and since the only other way to do it except with 
the Arduino. 
  
The Arduino MEGA interface will occur through the PCB card edge (squares) with parallel connections to 
all the I/O points identified on the schematic either with a grey circle (input) or a blue pentagon 
(output). Using colored shapes on the schematic permits distinguishing these on a black-and-white 
printout. Once these I/O points are assigned and connected, programmable control can be implemented 
and tested. The current schematic will soon show the actual MEGA I/O assignments. Once this is 
determined, I’ll start wiring things together and Omicron will be ready for programming to permit 
Omicron to move on his own. 

Success! 

Dec 28th, 2017: Success! The logic board now works as intended. I forgot about the fundamental thing                 
that must be done to every digital chip on a digital logic board--install despiking capacitors across Vcc and                  
ground on each chip. Doh! When I first powered up the board and tried testing it, the right and rear                    
latches behaved as intended, actuating when the bumper was hit BUT the front center and left bumpers                 
each activated both the center and left latches and LEDs. Examining the circuit confirmed NO               
cross-connected logic lines so the effect had to be coming from somewhere else. I puzzled about this                 
way too long for someone who’s dealt with this before. I guess it’s just been too long. Anyway, I added                    
the despiking caps to all six chips on the board. Everything works as it should now. 

I am now ready to assign MEGA I/O lines to the PCB and wire them up. Once done, the MEGA will be 
able to control the motors AND read the bumper sensors. The wiring colors and MEGA I/O assignments 
are defined in the Omicron_Logic spreadsheet. I updated the Omicron_Logic spreadsheet with this 
information and then proceeded to wire things per the plan. I also updated the PCB schematic with all 
the I/O assignments and wiring changes. 

The bump sensor logic wiring from the MEGA to the PCB is complete. The digital pots are mounted on 
the protoboard next to the MEGA on top and the wiring to the MEGA is complete. Tomorrow I check 
everything and then start programming.  

Computer Platform 

Just finished adding a Plexiglas platform panel on top of the chassis for a small computer (netbook or 
eventually a Chromebook) to ride on. I’d like to be able to remote into this computer and run the 
Arduino IDE via WiFi on another computer. This would enable full programming control and visibility of 
the serial port monitor from the remote computer. This will allow me to program and monitor the 
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computer from a nearby location. The Acer netbook I have will need a new battery for this to work 
without wires. I modified a standard USB Type-A to Type-B cable by cutting the power wire (RED) so that 
the MEGA only gets power from the robot battery and not the laptop. After I did this I noticed the 
special breakable trace coming from the USB connector on the MEGA for this specific purpose. Oh well, I 
have lots of cables.  

Severing this connection seems to have made the serial connection more stable and more easily 
re-established if it breaks since I can now reboot the MEGA by cycling the 5V power on the robot 
without having to unplug the USB cable from the laptop. 

The Operating Sensor Logic PCB 

Figure 15 above shows the top and front of the digital logic PCB installed in the robot and powered up 
with the four sensor lights illuminated. The yellow LEDs are for the Right Front, Center, and Left Front 
(L-R respectively in the photo). The red LED below then is for the rear sensor. The goal is to have these 
LEDs visible from a distance in order to evaluate the robots and program behavior. The manual reset 
button sits about an inch above the Right Front LED in the photo but actually sits almost two inches back 
from the front edge of the board. Additional LEDs will probably be added to the protoboard or other 
visible area on the robot to monitor other behaviors and ensure that the robot behaves the I want. 

Dec 31st, 2107: I am ready to try to control the motors but this didn’t work because not all of the control 
relays would activate. I need to troubleshoot and fix this before I can make any more progress. 

Jan 1st, 2018: Still fighting with some sort of wiring error or problem. I have probed the control outputs 
from the PCB  and confirmed that they are sending the correct control signal and that they seem to be 
getting most of the way through the circuit but seem to get lost at the elecromagnetic relays 
themselves. 

Jan 2nd, 2018: The digital pots work now that I have the right MEGA pins going to the right control 
inputs and have them all defined as OUTPUTs! I wrote a simple program to increment the resistance 
from minimum to maximum and then back to minimum over a couple minutes. The control voltage 
varies at each PWM controller VIN terminal from 0 to 4.87V. I then will read these two voltages with 
analog inputs so I can know the current pot setting is anytime I want and can change it to any value with 
a software feedback loop.  

The MEGA’s analog inputs read 0-5V as 0-1023 counts so this voltage range will correspond to 0-997 or 
about 0-1000 counts which is ideal to use as a “percent” value. Also the control relays now work thanks 
to repairing a bad solder connection at one 12VDC supply.  

The Sonalert 

Figure 16 shows a detail of the SS relays that control each motor’s direction and Figure 17 shows the 
view of the systems on top the robot. The Sonalert was added recently for Omicron to call for help. One 
scenario where this might happen is  in the event that both front and rear sensors detect an obstacle. 
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This Sonalert can be driven directly by a MEGA digital output pin and beeps when the pin is set low. the 
MEGA outputs can drive it high or low but this was convenient for its position on the protoboard.  

The need for an alert in this circumstance will most likely be caused by someone pranking the robot 
since it’s unlikely that it could actually run (or jump?!) into a place where it’s so close to objects both in 
front and in back that both would appear in simultaneous contact with the robot.  

   

Figure 16: Solid-state relays that run motors. Figure 17: PCB, MEGA, protoboard, and Laptop shelf. 

Given everything that’s finally coming together, the real fun can now begin (programming!). This means 
that soon I will be able to move from my cold garage into my much warmer house, at least for while.  

A New Stand 

One other thing I’d like at build is a better stand than one that floats the wheels. I’d like something like a 
dynamometer but without the loading system. The idea is to make a stationary stand where the robot 
sits with its full weight on its drive wheels which are free to rotate so that motor speeds and loads are 
more realistic. Of course there wouldn’t be the momentum of the chassis but at slow speeds I don’t 
think this is a concern. I haven’t figured out how to do this yet but I’m cogitating on it. 

Jan 4th, 2018: I have started a modification to the work platform for Omicron that puts the drive wheels 
“on the ground” sort of speak with a pair of rollers under each wheel so that when the motors run they 
will be carrying the weight of the robot. If I don’t do this then the speed control will probably not 
accurately reflect how the robot will actually behave when I try to run it.  

Figure 18 shows a netbook laptop riding on top of Omicron. It is sitting on a removable Plexiglas panel. A 
shortened USB cable connects the laptop to the MEGA. This laptop is small and light enough to ride on 
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the robot whenever I want it to and could serve as a portal to allow remote programming and 
monitoring via a remote desktop connection, but that is something for later. 

 

Figure 18: Rear-facing netbook sitting on top of robot. 

The Program 

I’ve started developing the program. 
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GOALS and PLANS 

The following (in approximate implementation order) are tasks to be done (or “x”=completed): 

1. _x_Wire battery charging system. 
a. _x_Wire existing connection to each battery through isolation diodes. 
b. _x_Mount batteries in Omicron frame. 
c. _x_Wire battery charging system to connector. 

2. _x_Purchase, install, & wire motor control relays. 
a. _x_Install PWM controllers on left & right sides of chassis. 
b. _x_Purchase relays (coil LEDs are built in). 
c. _x_Put anti-kickback diodes across relay coils to protect SSRs. 
d. _x_Install & wire left motor control relays & SSR control relays together. 
e. _x_Install & wire right motor control relays & SSR control relays together. 
f. _x_Wire to each motor & to each other (interlock). 
g. _x_Wire batteries through fuses (need DPDT motor power switch). 

3. _x_Mount an Arduino MEGA 2560 controller. 
a. _x_Purchase Arduino MEGA controller & terminal breakout. 
b. _x_Install controller on Omicron platform in an accessible location. 
c. _x_Install a breadboard near the controller. 
d. _x_Wire MEGA I/O to PCB card edge connector. 

4. _x_Design, install, and wire rear bump sensor to PCB. 
5. _x_Add wiring from front bump sensor to PCB. 

a. _x_Wire ground return connections for front bump sensors. 
6. _x_Put LED lights on bumper sensors for looks and diagnostics. 

a. _x_Install motor direction control relays LEDs (built-in). 
b. _x_Figure out locations for the LEDs for the bumper sensors (on the PCB). 
c. _x_Design digital logic circuits for bumper sensors and their LEDs.  
d. _x_Build digital logic circuits on PCB for bumper sensors and their LEDs. 
e. _x_Continuity check the PCB wiring against the schematic.  

7. ___Acquire, install, and use digital potentiometers for motor speed control. 
a. _x_Purchase digital pots, compass modules. 
b. _x_Wire pots to PWM controllers with sufficient length to reach microcontroller. 
c. _x_Extend wires on motors. 
d. _x_Wire pots to MEGA analog inputs to remotely monitor voltage settings. 
e. ___Purchase and add snap-on RF chokes for the main drive motor controllers. 

8. ___Program motors. 
a. ___Program motors to run over variable speeds and directions. 
b. ___Demo motor speed control via PWM controllers using digital potentiometers. 
c. ___Optimize PWM controller settings (min, max, frequency) for these motors. 
d. ___Write acceleration/deceleration routines. 

9. _x_Update schematic with redline corrections.  
10. ___Build a dynamometer stand to permit drive wheel to rotate while carrying full robot weight. 
11. ___Purchase and add current sensor modules to motor PWM controller inputs. 
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12. ___Write bump sensor response demo program. 
13. ___Set up remote desktop access to Linux Mint netbook that can ride on robot. 
14. ___Implement I2C bus for intelligent sensing and control. 

a. ___Design and install a bus distribution system to permit I2C devices all over the robot. 
15. ___Acquire, add, and use digital electronic compass. 

a. _x_Purchase I2C-capable compass (magnetometer) module. 
b. ___Install compass on chassis & wire to microcontroller. 
c. ___Program robot for straight-line/bearing tracking and orientation awareness. 

16. ___Add front/side/rear ultrasonic range sensors (“Pings”). 
a. _x_Purchase a handful of PINGs. 
b. ___Determine position and quantity of sensors needed for roaming behavior. 
c. ___Install and wire PINGs to microcontroller. 

17. ___Add IR feelers to front, sides, and rear for additional/gap-filling awareness. 
18. ___Add PIR sensors on four diagonal sides of robot. 

a. ___Program PIR sensors to do something interesting. 
 

 

Advanced Goals and Objectives 
 
These goals and objectives are planned as potential additional capabilities. 
 
___Add light or beacon tracking for following someone. 
___Add wireless status and sensor data transmission to a PC. 
___Add Polaroid ultrasonic distance sensor on panning servo. 

___Mount range sensor mounted on servo for precision, long distance scanning measurements. 
___Construct interface circuit between Polaroid sensor and microcontroller. 
___Consider this application data on the web. 
___Consider these camera hacking instructions in Encoder article by Daniel Weatherford. 
___Consider these camera hacking instructions in Encoder article by Dennis Clark. 
___Search for “Polaroid” on the SRS website for other information. 

___Acquire and add GPS module. 
___Add an intelligent camera(s) like PixyCAM or CMUCam with object-tracking capability. 

___Equip robot for eventual potential for Robo-Magellan participation. 
___Add a solar panel for off-grid battery charging. 
___Set the robot up for remote, wireless programming via a desktop connection to an onboard PC. 

___Make provision for things stacked on top of the frame (laptop? Facebook live video 
stream?). 
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